
Local media in Serbia encounter many obstacles in
their daily functioning, but the greatest threat to
their survival is reflected in the growing and
increasingly frequent pressures they face, such as
targeted campaigns, or other types of coercion.
Local portals Vranjske and JugPress had lawsuits
filed against them by the company "Millennium
team", for reporting from the press conference of
the opposition People's Party. The company is
claiming damages in the amount of 100,000 EUR
(Info Vranjske) and 200,000 EUR (JugPress). The
reason for filing the lawsuit is the portals’
reporting on statements made by officials of the
People's Party, in which they stated that the state
enabled this company to become the owner of
several facilities in Vranjska Banja below the market
price. In addition to the astronomical amount of
the lawsuit, the fact that none of the portals were
asked to publish a retraction speaks to the real
intent behind this lawsuit, alongside the fact that
the lawsuit was directed against media that
transmitted the statements of politicians
verbatim, while no legal action was taken against
the politicians themselves. The Initiative “Don’t
Let Belgrade D(r)own” was targeted in the same
way, as Millenium team filed a lawsuit against them
for publishing an article on the change of the city’s
urban plan which enables this company to demolish
the Goša Institute and build a residential and
business complex on the same site. This is a typical
example of a so-called SLAPP lawsuit, the aim of
which is to intimidate the defendant.

 To that end, it should be remembered that the
Info Vranjske portal, its editor-in-chief Saša
Stojković and journalist Slavomir Kostić have
frequently been attacked by local functionaries
of the ruling party through statements where
the lowest of insults were levied against them.
The attacks so far have been aimed at
intimidating journalists, in order for them to be
more vigilant and guarded when writing on
current topics, effectively scaring them into
self-censorship. However, such moves directly
threaten freedom of association, jeopardizing
the possibility of economic survival of local
media due to the filing of lawsuits, which
would, if the plaintiff’s demands were met,
undoubtedly lead to financial exhaustion and
shutdown of these media.

THREE  FREEDOMS  UNDER  THE
MAGNIFYING  GLASS
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Freedom of expression -
Millionaire lawsuits against
local media

https://www.infovranjske.rs/info/millenium-team-tu%C5%BEio-info-vranjske-i-tra%C5%BEi-od%C5%A1tetu-od-100000-evra
https://jugpress.com/kompanij-millennium-team-tuzila-osnivaca-jugpressa-i-glavnu-i-odgovornu-urednicu-zbog-prenetog-izvestaja-sa-press-konferencija-narodne-stranke-traze-odstetu-od-200-000-evra/


The phantom portal Južne vesti info, which, in
addition to the name, almost completely took over
the visual identity of the reputable portal Južne
vesti, continued with a targeted campaign against
that portal, and this time the focus was on
journalist and editor of Južne vesti Gordana
Bjeletić. In the text published on this phantom
portal, Bjeletić and her colleagues are accused of
working together on the deliberate collapse of the
rating of the Serbian Progressive Party and the
mayor of Niš, Dragana Sotirovski in exchange for a
large amount of money. It is indicative that the
attacks on Južne vesti intensified after government
officials in Niš began clashing with journalists and
refusing to answer their questions. This behavior
was condemned by the international non-
governmental organization Reporters Without
Borders, which in its statement asked the Minister
of Culture and Information, Maja Gojković, to
support journalists who are victims of such attacks.
Such attacks, which involve the use of phantom
portals with the aim of discrediting the work of
established media, but also which directly target
certain journalists, represent a twofold threat to
rights. Firstly, the right to freedom of association
is threatened through the same matrix as in the
case of the establishment and functioning of
GONGO associations. In addition, targeted attacks
on individual journalists threaten their right to
freedom of expression, but also their right to
work safely and without obstructions. A
particularly problematic fact is that is the complete
absence of an institutional response in almost all
cases, which further proves that this is a politically
inspired campaign.

A journalist of the Žig Info portal, Milan
Jovanović, was temporarily deprived of liberty by
a certain Živadin Mitrić during an attempt to
report about Mitrić's property allegedly being
illegally connected to the city water main.  While
Jovanović was photographing the property, Mitrić
got out of his car and locked the gate, thus
preventing Jovanović from leaving, and went on to
take a photo of the journalist with his mobile
phone and leave. 
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Attacks continue through
plagiarized websites

Žig Info journalist deprived
of liberty

The real danger of such events, and the fear felt
by journalist Jovanović and his family, can only
be understood in the context of the events of
December 2019, when two perpetrators, on the
order of the former mayor and high-ranking
official of the ruling SNS party Dragoljub
Simonović, set Jovanović’s home on fire while
the journalist and his wife were inside. It was
only after more than two years that this case
received a court epilogue in the form of
convictions. For that reason, this attack can be
understood to represent a new warning to
Jovanović that he will not be allowed to perform
his journalistic work normally.

Call for the lynching of a
journalist in Sandžak
An article about the fake news campaign
related to the restoration of a local mosque in
Novi Pazar on the portal sandzakpress.net
caused an avalanche of comments with
offensive and threatening content calling for
the murder of the article’s author. A group of
non-governmental organizations and media
from Sandzak condemned this call for lynching
and appealed to the competent institutions,
primarily the Ministry of Internal Affairs, to
investigate the incident and prosecute the
perpetrators. Such events are only a
consequence of the charged atmosphere in the
public space and the general lack of tolerance
for different opinions. The silence of the
competent institutions in cases such as this
legitimizes the use of hate speech in everyday
communication, which is reflected in the
rhetoric that is increasingly present in
comments and messages on portals and social
networks.

https://www.juznevesti.info/glavna-i-odgovorna-urednica-sajta-juzne-vesti-provaljena/
https://www.juznevesti.info/glavna-i-odgovorna-urednica-sajta-juzne-vesti-provaljena/
https://www.juznevesti.info/glavna-i-odgovorna-urednica-sajta-juzne-vesti-provaljena/
https://www.juznevesti.info/glavna-i-odgovorna-urednica-sajta-juzne-vesti-provaljena/https:/twitter.com/GordanaBjeletic/status/1376829144495910916
https://www.juznevesti.info/glavna-i-odgovorna-urednica-sajta-juzne-vesti-provaljena/
https://www.juznevesti.info/glavna-i-odgovorna-urednica-sajta-juzne-vesti-provaljena/
https://www.glasamerike.net/a/srbija-mediji-klevete-kampanja/5835928.html
https://www.juznevesti.info/glavna-i-odgovorna-urednica-sajta-juzne-vesti-provaljena/
https://www.juznevesti.info/glavna-i-odgovorna-urednica-sajta-juzne-vesti-provaljena/
https://www.juznevesti.info/glavna-i-odgovorna-urednica-sajta-juzne-vesti-provaljena/
https://rs.n1info.com/vesti/nuns-strahujemo-za-bezbednost-novinara-milana-jovanovica/
https://rs.n1info.com/vesti/nuns-strahujemo-za-bezbednost-novinara-milana-jovanovica/
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http://nuns.rs/info/news/53482/nvo-i-mediji-iz-sandzaka-osudjuju-pretnje-i-pozive-na-linc.html
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The Court of Appeals in Belgrade reversed the
decision of the High Court, according to which
Aleksandra Janković Aranitović was sentenced to
six months of suspended imprisonment for alleged
threats sent via the social network Twitter, which
led to her being accused of endangering the safety
of the President. The reasoning of the acquittal
states that the accused could not have endangered
the security of the President in any way with a
critical tweet, which stems from the content as
well as the context in which the tweet was made,
but that it could possibly be qualified as another
criminal offense, an insult, which was not covered
by the indictment. From the very beginning of this
case, it was clear that these proceedings were
being abused for the purpose of a media and
political campaign. This assessment is confirmed by
the court’s inexplicable negligence in determining
the qualification of the criminal offense, bearing in
mind that the curses and insults directed at the
President could in no way be interpreted as a
threat to his security. Also, the fact that a
subjective feeling of being threatened iis of crucial
importance for the existence of this criminal
offense, it is inexplicable that in the first instance
procedure the verdict was passed without the
testimony of the injured party, in this case the
President of the Republic Aleksandar Vučić. Finally,
the most serious indicator of abuse should be the
fact that the accused spent six months in custody,
which unequivocally proves that her detention was
abused in order to punish, instead of used as a
measure to ensure the defendant’s presence. In
addition to the undoubted violation of the rights of
the accused, it is clear this case was used as a
political showdown, with the intention of equating
any future critical statement on the ruling party's
policy with illegal and criminal actions.

After the decision of several media
associations to withdraw from the Government
Working Group on the Security and Protection
of Journalists due to the inadequate state
reaction to the attacks on KRIK, Prime
Minister Ana Brnabić, Minister of Human and
Minority Rights and Social Dialogue Gordana
Čomić and Minister of Culture and Information
Maja Gojković publicly appealed on them to
return. In her statement, Brnabić pointed out
that the Government has done much to improve
the position of journalists, especially
emphasizing their inclusion in the priority
group for vaccination and the opening of an SOS
hotline to report attacks. Sadly, reactions of the
authorities do not go beyond such calls and
messages from Minister Čomić, and empty
statements that the activities of civil society are
necessary for building a political culture in our
society. Unfortunately, such statements are
not accompanied by effective reactions from
the competent state bodies or by changes in
the discriminatory practices of the ruling
majority deputies who target civil society
organizations, media and journalists almost
every day, labeling them as enemies of the
state, foreign mercenaries and traitors.

MONITORING
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Verdict against Aleksandra
Janković Aranitović
overturned on appeal

Journalists won't return
to the Working Group on
Security and Protection

https://www.cins.rs/jankovic-aranitovic-oslobodjena-optuzbe-da-je-pretila-vucicu/
https://www.danas.rs/drustvo/premijerka-pozvala-novinarska-udruzenja-da-se-vrate-u-radnu-grupu/
https://www.rtv.rs/sr_lat/politika/comic-poziva-civilne-organizacije-na-prekid-bojkota-i-dijalog_1225806.html
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Freedom of association, assembly and expression in
international reports

With a majority vote, the European Parliament adopted a resolution on Serbia, emphasizing the
country’s lack of progress, and even setbacks, in some areas of key importance for accession to the
EU. Among the key points on which significant progress needs to be made are the independence and
efficiency of the judiciary, freedom of expression and the fight against corruption and organized crime.
Despite the opposition of some members of the largest group in the European Parliament (EPP), the
report also included amendments concerning the Jovanjica, Krušik and Telecom scandals, but also the
condemnation of the attack by the ruling party's MPs on CRTA and KRIK. EP Rapporteur for Serbia
Vladimir Bilchik stated that Serbia has made significant economic progress, but that despite the fact
that the current government has a strong mandate to solve the problem, no progress has been made in
the field of media freedoms. He also emphasized that any attacks on media and civil society are
unacceptable. This year's resolution is probably the sharpest report on Serbia in the last few years,
and it is necessary to make huge and sincere efforts in order to bring the state of democracy to at
least a satisfactory level for a country that aspires to EU membership. Unfortunately, instead of
concrete steps to solve this problem, the representatives of the authorities in Serbia ridiculed this
report in their public addresses. In an attempt to disavow the serious findings of this report, President
Vučić dismissed the resolution as an attempt to pressure Serbia over the Kosovo issue, and implied it
was motivated by the EU being jealous of Serbia's economic growth. Prime Minister Brnabić said that it
is comforting that the European Commission is not behind the resolution, stating that the content of
the document itself speaks more about those who wrote and voted for it than it does Serbia. Parliament
Speaker Ivica Dačić went even further in ignoring the reality and findings of the resolution, announcing
the possibility of the Serbian Parliament adopting a resolution on the EU, while Interior Minister
Aleksandar Vulin went the furthest, saying it was time for Serbia to reconsider its policy towards the
Union, emphasizing the need for Serbia's military neutrality to grow into political neutrality. The
reactions of the highest state officials primarily speak of a lack of a sincere desire and political will
to work diligently to eliminate the causes of the political and democratic crisis in Serbia. This
determination is accompanied by a model of suppression of freedom of expression and continuous
attacks on political opponents and their dehumanization, and almost all competent institutions,
primarily the judiciary, provide support for all this through their inaction.

The institutional and democratic crisis in Serbia was recognized in the latest report of the American
State Department for 2020. The key issues cited are, among others, numerous cases of government
involvement in corruption scandals, the ruling party's dominance in organizing elections and violence
against minority groups, highlighting severe restrictions on freedom of expression, including attacks,
threats and unjustified arrests of journalists. Regarding the June 2020 elections, it is stated that they
were successfully conducted in difficult circumstances, but due to the closed media and inadequate
treatment of the opposition, the citizens’ electoral rights were restricted. It was further noted that
tabloid media are growing in popularity, and that they are being abused for targeted campaigns against
political dissidents, as well as other media that report objectively and professionally, which further
jeopardizes the citizens’ right to information. This year’s Amnesty International report is on the same
track, criticizing Serbia for the inadequate treatment and forced quarantine of refugees and asylum
seekers during the pandemic, but also for restricting freedom of expression, and the state’s inability to
effectively protect journalists and whistleblowers. The findings of the Annual Report of the Protector of
Citizens coincide with those above, stating that no progress has been made in the area of   freedom of
speech and expression. It is also stated that, although a single base of attacks on journalists has yet to
be formed, according to the data available to the Association of Journalists of Serbia (UNS) and the
Independent Association of Journalists of Serbia (NUNS), that number has increased by 20% compared
to 2020, and even 60% compared to 2019. These reports and the data they contain show that cosmetic
attempts to improve the situation in the field of media freedom, such as the adoption of a new Media
Strategy and the formation of working groups, have yielded absolutely no results.

https://rs.n1info.com/vesti/ep-danas-raspravlja-o-bilcikovom-izvestaju-i-rezoluciji-o-srbiji/
https://www.glasamerike.net/a/srbija-evropski-parlament-rasprava-/5827908.html
https://europeanwesternbalkans.rs/vucic-kritikovao-izvestaj-ep-o-srbiji-u-delu-o-zdravstvu-citirao-i-izvestaj-o-kosovu/
https://insajder.net/sr/sajt/vazno/23039/
https://rs.n1info.com/vesti/vulin-srbija-da-preispita-svoju-politiku-prema-eu/
https://www.danas.rs/drustvo/izvestaj-stejt-departmenta-ozbiljna-ogranicenja-slobode-izrazavanja-u-srbiji/
https://www.rferl.org/a/amnesty-international-human-rights-report-central-asia-europe-coronavirus-pandemic/31190601.html
http://nuns.rs/info/news/53515/godisnji-izvestaj-ombudsmana-pokazao-da-je-povecan-broj-napada-na-novinare.html

